A Member of

Opportunities for Investment in Africa
50 different concrete products from one machine

BABA and its member ParryCore have created a series of ready-made business kits
for you to buy where we supply the equipment and training then provide you with a
business model so you can to set up as a professional supplier in various markets.

The PARRY unit is a manual vibrating table that uses different concrete moulds to cast
50 types of building material. One unit makes everything needed to build a house in 3
weeks or make large quantities of a specific product to sell to local building companies.
Business opportunities include:




Concrete Tile Production
Luxury Floor and Paving Tiles




Water and Feed Storage Tanks
House Construction Kit

Each package includes;





All the equipment you require in the chosen sector (shipping not included)
An example business model from which you can develop your own plan
3 days training at your office (engineer’s travel and expenses not included)
A year’s membership of BABA for you or a colleague

For more information about our
equipment please visit www.parrycore.com

Call +44 7909 442742 or
email sales@parrycore.com

Unique Roof Tile Production System
Our lightweight concrete tiles provide a high quality, low cost roof that is much
cooler to live under than steel sheets and far quieter during thunderstorms and is
unaffected by rust so lasts 4 times longer. Coloured dyes can be added during
casting to give a beautiful and durable roof to suit the clients design requirements
000

PANTILE (235mm x 495mm)
Designed to cope with uneven roof
structures the curved profile and large
overlap ensures roofs are leak proof
without felt or plastic sheeting.

ROMAN II (245mm x 495mm
Specially designed for tropical areas the
Roman ll tile has a more precise fit giving
offering resilience to the elements whilst
still giving a top quality finish.

Why use our Roofing system?
 Quieter, cooler and longer lasting than steel roofing
 Tiles can be made manually onsite eliminating breakages during transport.
 Tiles can be dyed any color to increase the visual appeal of a house.

One unit produces up to 300 tiles per day generating £160 profit
Initial investment £5,000






First Year Profit £39,000

Use the vibrating table and moulds to manufacturer roof tiles
Sell tiles to local builders and users of block making machines such as block master
Produce 300 blocks per day and sell them at 10% cheaper than your competitors
You will still achieve at least $0.70 profit per block generating $210 profit per day
Unit pays for itself in 2 months and makes $48,000 NET profit in year 1.

For more information about our
equipment please visit www.parrycore.com

Call +44 7909 442742 or email
sales@parrycore.com

Luxury Tile and Paving Slab Production System
A patterned or textured luxury tile attracts a far higher price than a plain tile but
costs exactly the same to produce. Our vibrating table compresses the mix during
casting increasing strength and durability and our various decorative plastic moulds
and coloured dyes can be combined to create a long-lasting and beautifully
finished surface tailored specifically to the customers design requirements.
I-TYPE

SHELL
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Delivering beautiful, bespoke surfaces and increasing profits
 Decorative tiles sell for more money but cost the same as plain tiles increasing profit
 Manual operation means tiles can be made onsite eliminating loss during transport.
 Using different moulds and colours allows customers to create their own designs

Initial investment £4,500





First Year Profit £33,000

Use the vibrating table and moulds to manufacturer patterned, coloured tiles
Sell to local builders for the same price as standard plain tiles
You will still achieve at least £0.70 per block profit generating £140 profit per day
Unit pays for itself within 2 months and makes $36,000 NET profit in year 1.

For more information about other moulds and
equipment please visit www.parrycore.com

Call +44 7909 442742 or
email sales@parrycore.com

Concrete Water and Feed Storage Tanks
Our interlocking block moulds can be used to construct durable water storage
tanks that don’t rust and contaminate the contents. Tanks storing from 6,000 up
to 19,000 litres can be built quickly within to 2 to 3 days and the same blocks used
to build wells, pit latrines, cattle troughs and rodent proof grain storage.

What are the benefits of our multi-purpose interlocking blocks
6.
7.
8.
9.

Applying vibration during casting reduces cement cutting material costs by 30%.
Manual operation means blocks are made onsite eliminating loss during transport.
Tanks can be erected within 3 days by local unskilled local workers creating jobs
Blocks can be used for tanks, latrines, wells, troughs and other structures

A durable, cheap storage system for water, grain and animal feed.
Initial investment £4,100
1.
2.
3.
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First Year Profit £28,000

Use the vibrating table and moulds to manufacturer interlocking blocks
Sell blocks to local builders or undertake contracts to build structures yourself
Produce 250 blocks per day and sell them at 10% cheaper than your competitors
You will still achieve at least £0.60 profit per block generating £120 per day
Each machine pays for itself within 2 months and makes $35,000 profit in year 1.

For more information about other moulds and
equipment please visit www.parrycore.com

Call +44 7909 442742 or
email sales@parrycore.com

Complete Housing Material Production Kit
You can produce all the materials needed to build a high quality, durable house
within two weeks but at 30% less cost. Single or multi-storey structures of any size
can be constructed and then finished to high quality European standards either for
you to live or to be sold to local people or the UK Diaspora at 80% or more profit.

Delivering beautiful homes for less
 Produce materials for houses of all sizes from small low cost bungalows to villas
 Build exteriors that will last more than a lifetime but for 30% less
 Access to interiors to European standards of interior finish, fittings and fixings

Initial investment £10,000





First Year Profit £60,000

Vibrating table compacts material so less concrete is needed
Over 50 different moulds of all types of block, tile and decorative materials
Manually operated on site by local unskilled workers saving transport costs
Bespoke architectural design service and full technical requirements supplied

For more information about our
equipment please visit www.parrycore.com

Call +44 7909 442742 or email
sales@parrycore.com

WHO ARE WE?
PARRYCORE is a joint venture between Parry Building Products Ltd, a manufacturer
of equipment that produces high quality concrete building materials and
CoreTechs, a construction technology consultancy. Both are highly valued
members of the BABA network and are seeking to work with members of the UK
African Diaspora to facilitate investment into new small businesses to bring high
quality, low cost construction technology to communities in Africa.
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BABA is a diaspora-led network for African and British
entrepreneurs looking to do business together to create
and build new small businesses throughout Africa
ParryCore is looking to do business with partners in the
Diaspora and can offer profitable start up opportunities
to bringing innovative building technology to Africa.

Profitable, low-risk, ready-made business opportunities for
members of the Diaspora building trust and Confidence
For more information about other moulds and
equipment please visit www.parrycore.com

Call +44 7909 442742 or
email sales@parrycore.com

